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PREFACE 
The theory of multiplication rings has come to play an 
increasingly important role in the research on ring theory. The 
concept of multiplication rings was introduced by Krull. in 1925. 
Later Mori was engaged in the study of multiplication rings. This 
concept has assumed much importance and has attracted the 
attention of many a mathematicians including Larsen, McCarthy, 
Butts, Wood, Mott, Gilmer, Phillips, Griffin, Anderson and Singh 
etc. Mott introduced the concept of weak multiplication rings 
which at a glance looks much weaker than that of multiplication 
rings. 
In this dissertation, we study the concept of multiplication and 
weak multiplication modules parallel to that of multiplication and 
weak multiplication rings, and the structure of these modules. The 
concept of multiplication modules was introduced by F. Mehdi in 
1974. Later it was developed by many a mathematicians including 
A. Barnard (1981). Yong-Hwan Cho, A.G. Naoum, K.R. Sharaf, 
B.AL-Hashimi, M.A.K. Hasan, J.R. Kider, H.J. Mustafa, M.S. 
Abdullah, P.A. Hammadi, G.M. Low and P.F. Smith etc. In chapter-
1, some basic definitions and important results which are needed to 
prove the results of the subsequent chapters have been stated. In 
order to enable the reader to go into the details of the results, 
references are frequently given along with definitions and results. 
In chapfer-II, multiplication modules and multiplication 
submodules have been studied. A number of results giving their 
structure have been obtained, some main results are as follows: 
(i) A multiplication R-module M is Noetheian (Artinian) if R 
itself is Noetherian (Artinian) 
(ii) The direct sum of two multiplication modules need not be 
a multipication module as shown in Example 2.23. 
Moreover, the condition have been obtained in Theorem 
2.21 under which the direct sum is again a multiplication 
module, 
(iii) The dimension of an R-module M is at most one. 
In chapter-Ill, weak multiplication modules have been 
studied. Some main results of this chapter are as follows: 
(i) The homomorphic image of a weak multiplication module 
is a weak multiplication module, 
(ii) Any divisible uniform module over a domain is weak 
multiplication module. 
In chapter IV, finitely generated multiplication modules have 
been studied. The main results of the chapter are: 
(i) Let A be a finitely generated multiplication module and B 
ii 
be a multiplication module then ann A=ann (Hom(A,B)) iff 
Trace =(0) 
(ii) Every finitely generated multiplication module is semi-
multiplication. But the converse is true with the condition 
given in Proposition 4.37. 
In chapler-V, generalized multiplication modules have been 
studied. Singh proved an elegant result for the decomposition of 
modules, which has been used in studying the structure of torsion 
generalized multiplication modules. It is proved that, a generalized 
multiplication module M over a Noetherian ring R having a 
maximal submodule, is Noetherian. 
Ill 

CHAPTER! 
PRELIMINARIES 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter, we collect some important definitions and 
results on rings and modules which are frequently used in the 
subsequent chapters. All rings considered throughout the 
dissertation are commutative which possess an identity element 
l^tO and all modules are unital left-modules. The symbol ' c ' will 
allow equality while "<" will indicate proper containment, and 'cZ' 
will mean not contained in. 
B. Definition and some results on Rings and Modules 
l . I Definition: If (M,+) is an additive abelian group, then M is 
a left R-module in case there exists a mapping (r,x) -^ rx, 
x e M , r G R o f R x M t o M satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) r(x+y) = rx+ry 
(ii) (r+s)x = rx+sx 
(iii) (rs)x - r(sx) 
for all x,y belonging to M and r,s belonging to the ring R .A left 
R-module M is a unital module in case l.x=x for every XEM, 
where 1 is the identity of R. Similarly we define right R-module 
and a unital right R-module. 
An R-module will normally mean a left R-module unless 
otherwise stated. 
1.2 Definition: If S is a subset of an R-module M, then S is 
called an R-submodule of M if S is a subgroup of (M,+) such that 
for each XEM^ > r x 6 S . 
1.3 Definition: If S is an R-submodule of an R-module M, then 
the quotient group M/S is an R-module with module scalar 
multiplicaion given by r(m+S)=rm+S. 
1.4 Definition: ([13],R4) Let M be an R-module and Let xeM-
Then Rx = [ax/aER} is a submodule of M and is called the 
submodule of M generated by x. 
1.5 DIfinition: ([9], P. 1) A ring R is said to be generated by 
idempotents if for every a in R, there exists an idempotent e in 
R such that a=ea. 
1.6 Difinition: Suppose M is an R-module, then the 
set I = {r eR/rm = 0forallmeM] is a left ideal of R and is called 
the left annihilator of M. 
1.7 Definition: ([17], R 4) (a) Let M be an R-module, A an ideal 
of R, and N a submodule of M, we set 
N:A = [x\x EM and Axd N]. Then N:A is a submodule of M. 
(b) If L and N are submodules of M, we set 
L:N = {a\a e R and aN d L}. Then L:N is an ideal of R. 
1.8 Definition: Let f:M^N be a mapping of R-module M into 
the R-module N. Then f is a R-homomorphism 
if f(x,+x,) = f(x,) + f(x,) 
f{rx) = rfix) 
where x,Xj,x^ belongs to M and rER-
1.9 Definition: An element x of an R-module M, where R is a 
commutative ring, is called torsion element if there is a regular 
element XGR with hc = 0. The set of all torsion elements T(M) 
forms a submodule and is called torsion submodule of M. A 
module is said be a torsion module if T(M)=M equivalently if 
every non zero element of M is torsion. 
1.10 Definition: An element ;c of M is said to be torsion free if 
for every regular element XGR with AJ: = 0 implies that A- = 0. A 
module M is said to be torsion free if T(M)=0. Equivalently if 
every non-zero element of M is torsion free. 
1.11 Definition: ([13], R 4). Let M be an R-module. If there is 
a finite subset {Xj,x^ , xj of M such that 
M=Rx^+Rx^+ ^^^„- then we say that M is finitely 
3 
generated. 
Example:Let M be a set of all ordered n-tuples (a,,a2,...,a^) of 
elements of a ring R. If we set (a^,a.^,...,a^) + (b,,b2,..., b j= (a,+bj, 
a^+b,,..., a^+bj and a(a,,a2,..., a j = (aa,,aa2,..., a a j , then M 
becomes an R-module. For i=l,2, ,n, set 
X. = (0, ,0,1,0, ,0), where the 1 appears in the ith place 
Then M=Rx+Rx, + + Rx . 
1 2 n 
1.12 Definition: ([17],P.2) A module M satisfies a.c.c (d.c.c.) if 
every properly ascending (descending) chains of submodules is 
finite. 
Example: 
1. Any finite gourp satisfies both chain conditions. 
2. The addtive group of integers considered as Z-module 
satisfies a.c.c. but not d.c.c. 
3. Let p be a prime, Q be the additive group of rational numbers 
and H the subgroup of Q containing of those rational numbers 
which can be written with denominator prime to p. Then Q/H 
satisfier d.c.c. as Z-module but not a.c.c. 
1.13 Theorem: ([13], P.9) a.c.c. is equivalent to each of the 
following conditions. 
(i) Finiteness condition: Every submodule of M is finitely 
generated. 
(ii) Maximum condition: Every non empty set of submodules of 
M has a maximal element with respect to set inclusion. 
1.14 Theorem: ([13], P.9) d.c.c. is equivalent to the following 
condition: 
Minimum condition: Every non empty set of submodules of 
M has a minimal element with respect to set inclusion. 
1.15 Definition: ([35], P.252) An R-module M is Noetherian if 
it satisfies a.c.c. 
1.16 Definition: ([13], P.39) 
1. Let M be an R-module. A submodule Q of M is primary 
if for all aERandxeM,axEQand x^Q implies that 
a"M c Q f o r some positive integer n. 
2. A submodule N of an R-module M is irreducible if for 
submodules Lj and L^ of M, N=LjnL2 implies that either 
Lj=N or L.^N. 
1.17. Definition: ([13],P.40). An ideal Q of a ring R is called 
primary if it is a primary submodule of R when considered as an 
R-module. Since R has unity, Q is a primary ideal if and only 
if for all a,bER,abEQ and b^Q implies that a" eO for some 
positive integer n. 
1.18 Theorem: ([9],P.56) If every prime submodule of an R-
module M is cyclic then every submodule of M is cyclic. 
1.19 Definition: ([13], P.40) 
1 Let A be an ideal of a ring R. Then radical of A is defined as: 
Rad A=\a/OGRanda" GA for some positive integer n } 
2. Let N be a submodule of an R-module M, then we write 
Rad (N) = Rad (N:M) 
1.20 Definition: ([13], R42) An ideal P of R is maximal if P^R 
and if there is no ideal A of R such that P<A<R. 
1.21 Definition: ([13],P.55) Intersection of all maximal ideals in 
a ring R is called the Jacobson radical of R. 
1.22 Definition: ([13], P.43). Let A be an ideal of R. A prime 
ideal P of R is called minimal prime divisor of A if A c P and 
if there is no prime ideal P' of R such that AcP '<R 
1.23 Definition: ([35], P.53). Two ideals A and B of a ring R 
are said to be comaximal if A+B=R. A finite collection 
Aj,A2,...An of ideals of R is comaximal if each pair is comaximal. 
The following theorem is known as Nakayama's Lemma. 
1.24 Theorem: Let R be a ring with unity and M be a finitely 
generated R-module. If A is an ideal fo R such that AM=M then 
A+ ann (M)=R. 
1.25 Proposition: ([3], P. 174). Let M be a multiplication module 
over a ring R and let 1 be an ideal of R contained in the Jacobson 
radical of R. Then M=IM implies M==0. 
1.26 Theorem: ([35], P177). Let R be a ring and Let A^,k,, , 
A be ideals in R. If an ideal B is comaximal with each A., then 
n 1 
it is comaximal with AjOA^n '^•^n-
The following theorem is known as Krull intersection 
theorem. 
1.27 Theorem: ([13], P.47). Let R be a Noetherian ring and M 
a finitely generated R-module. Let A be an ideal of R. Then 
n ^ " M = (0) 
If and only if 1-aeA and ax=0, whenever AG/? and xeM, 
implies that x=0. 
1.28 Definition: ([17], P. 9) A ring having a unique maximal ideal 
is called a quasi-local ring. A Noetherian quasi-local ring is called 
a local ring. 
1.29 Theorem: ([13], Cor. 2.24). If R is a local ring and A is any 
OO 
ideal of R then r\ A" = ( 0 ) . 
n = l 
1.30 Definition: ([12], P.23) A non zero R-module M is called 
indecomposable if it is not a direct sum o any two of its non zero 
submodules. 
1.31 Difinition: ([12],P.51). A non zero R-module M is called 
irrediicehle (or Simple) is it has exactly two submodules zero and 
M itself. 
1.32 Difinition: ([12],P. 59). The Socle of an R-module M is 
defined as the sum of all minimal (non zero) submodules of M, that 
is, all submodules of M which are irreducible, we shall denote it 
by Soc (M). 
1.33 Definition: ([12], P.52). An R-module M is caWcd faithful if 
, for any r(9tO)G/?,rM9tO. 
1.34 Definition: ([17], P. 10). If M is an R-module, then the set 
of all elements aeR such that aM=(0) is called the annihilator 
of the module and is denoted by ann(M). 
1.35. Definition: ([13],P. 199). Let R be an integral domain such 
that every ideal of R is principal, R is called a principal ideal 
domain. (P.I.D.). 
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Example: Ring of integers Z, is a principal ideal domain. 
In the following definition R is an integral domain and M is an 
R-module. 
1.36 Definition: ([17], R l l ) . 
(a) If X is an element of M, the set of a in R with ax=0 
is called the order ideal of x. 
(b) If all elements of M have non zero order ideal, we call 
M a torsion module. 
(c) If all non zero elements of M have zero as their order 
ideal, we call M a torsion free module. 
(d) The elements of M with a non zero order ideal form a 
submodule T of M, caled the torsion submodule of M. 
(e) If M is torsion free, the maximum number of linearly 
independent elements in M is called the rank of M. 
1.37 Definition: ([13], P. 135). An integral domain R is a Dedekind 
domain if every ideal of R is a product of prime ideals. 
Example: A principal ideal domain is a Dedekind domain. 
1.38 Definition: ([13],P.99). A voliiation ring is an integral 
domain V with the property that if A and B are ideals of V then 
either A c B or B e A. 
1.39 Proposition; ([13]), P.99). For an integral domain V the 
following statements are equivalent. 
1. V is a valuation ring 
2. If a,b V, then either (a) c (b) or (b) c (a) 
3. If X belongs to te quotient field K of V, then eiher 
xeV or x~' GV. 
1.40 Definition: ([17], P. 12). A Dedekind domain with only one 
proper prime ideal is called a Discrete Valuation ring. 
1.41 Definition: ([13], P.124). k fractional ideal of a ring R is 
a subset A of the total quotient ring K of R such that: 
(i) A is an R-module, that is, if a,bEA; and reR,, then 
a-b, ra€ A; and 
(ii) There exists a regular element d of R such that d A c R 
1.42 Difinition: ([13],P.125). A fractional ideal A of a ring R is 
invertible if there exists a fractional ideal B of R such that AB=R. 
1.43 Theorem: ([35], P. 274). Let R be a Dedekind domain. Every 
fractionary ideal A^(0) of R is invertible and may be written, 
in a unique way, in the form. 
P.prime 
10 
ipiA) 
Where n (A) are integers (positive, negative, or zero) such that 
for given A, the integers n (A) which are different from zero are 
finite in number. 
C. Multiplication Ideals and Multplication Rings 
The concept of multiplication rings was introduced by Krull 
in [11]. 
1.44 Definition: An ideal A of a ring R is said to be a 
multiplication ideal if for every ideal B contained in A, there is 
an ideal C such that B=AC [1]. 
1.45 Definition: ([13],P.209). A ring R is a multiplication ring 
if A C B , where A and B are ideals of R, implies that there exist 
an ideal C of R such that A=BC. Equivalently, A ring R is said 
to be a multiplicaiton ring if every ideal of it is a multiplication 
ideal. [9] 
It is clear that a Dedekind domain is a multiplication ring. 
The converse is not true in general as evident from the following 
result. 
1.46 Proposition:([13],P.210). If R is an integral domain which 
is a multiplication ring, then R is a Dedekind domain. 
1.47 Definition ([13], P.210). A ring R is a weak multiplication 
11 
ring if A c F , where A is an ideal of R and P is a prime ideal 
of R, implies that there exists an ideal C of R such that A=PC. 
1.48 Definition ([13],P.205) A ring R is a ZPI-ring if every ideal 
of R can be written as product of prime ideals of R. 
1.49 Proposition: ([13],P.210). Let R be a weak multiplication 
ring. If P is a maximal ideal of R, then there are no ideals of 
R strictly between P and Ap. 
1.50 Proposition: ([13], P.212). Let R be a weak multiplication 
ring. If P is a prime ideal of R which is not maximal, then P=P^. 
1.51 Definition: ([13],P.216). A ring R is an almost multiplication 
ring if each ideal of R whcih has prime radical is a power of its 
radical. 
1.52 Definition: An almost multiplication ring without proper 
divisors of zero is called an almost Dedekind domain [9] 
1.53 Theorem: ([13],P.216). If R is an almost multiplication ring, 
then for each proper prime ideal P of R, the ring R is a 
ZPI-ring. 
1.54 Theorem: ([13],218). If R is a ZPI-ring for each proper 
prime ideal P of R, then R is an almost multiplication ring. 
1.55 Theorem: ([13], P.225) R is a Noetherian multiplication ring 
12 
if and only if it is a ZPI-ring. 
1.56 Theorem: ([13], P.225). Noetherian almost multiplication ring 
is a multiplication ring. 
D. Projective and Injective Modules 
Definition: ([12],P.81). An R-module M is called free if it has 
a basis [xJiel], X.EM, such that every element x e M can be 
written uniquely in the form x = ^r.x. where T.ER and all but a 
/ € / 
finite number of the r. are O. 
Example: Any ring R is free as R-module. 
1.57 Definition: ([13],P.23). An R-module P is projective if, for 
every diagram 
P 
h 
f 
M-^^-^ N • O 
of R-modules, where the row M—^A^ >0 is exact, there is 
a homomorphism g: p >jVf such that the diagram 
P 
h 
f 
M-^^—• N • O 
13 
is commutative, that is, hg=/ 
Example: Any free R-module is projective. 
The following lemma characterizes projective R-modules. 
1.58 Theorem: ([13],P.23). Let P be an R-module. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) P is projective 
(ii) P is a direct summond of a free R-modules 
(iii) For every exact sequence of R-modules of the form 
O >L—^M >P >0 
Im(f) is a direct summond of M (such a sequence is called 
a split exact sequence). 
1.59 Theorem: ([12], P.82). A direct sum @^R of R-modules 
is projective if and only if each P. is projective. 
1.60 Definition: ([12], P.86). A ring R is called hereditary if 
every ideal of R is projective as R-module. 
Example: (a) The ring of integer is a hereditary ring. 
(b) Any P.I.D. is a hereditary ring. 
1.61 Definition: ([34],P.41). A module is said to be uniform if 
intersection of any two of its non zero submodule is non zero. 
14 
1.62 Definition: ([12], P.93). A submodule A^  of an R-module M 
is called small if, for any submodule L of M, N+L=M, implies 
L=M. 
1.63 Definition: ([12], P.60). We call a submodule of an R-module 
M large (essential) if it has non zero intersection with every non 
zero submodule of M. 
1.64 Definition: ([12], P.92). Let N be an extension of an R-
module M. If N is a maximal essential extension of M, then N 
is called injecive hull of M. 
1.65 Definition: ([34], P. 170). An R-module M is called divisible 
if M=aM for every regular element a of R, that is, if for every 
X E M and every regular element a of R there exists an element 
yEM such that jc=ay. 
Example: Let Z be the ring of integers and Q the additive group 
of rational numbers, then Q is divisible as Z-module. 
1.66 Definition: ([10], P. 10). An R-module Q is called injective, 
if for every diagram 
f 
O • A -^^—-• B 
g 
T 
Q 
15 
of R-modules, where the row Q >A—^—^B is exact, there is 
a homorphism h:B >Q such that the diagram 
f 
O • A -^!—^ B 
g h 
Q 
is commutative, that is g=hf. 
1.67 Theorem: ([34],P.5). Let Q be an R-module. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) Q is injective. 
(ii) Every exact sequence of R-modules of the form 
O ^Q—L^L—^-^M >0 splits. 
(iii) Q is direct summond of every R-module which contains it. 
1.68 Theorem: ([34], P. 11). A direct product of R-modules 
is injective if and only if each factor Q. is injective. 
1.69 Theorem: ([35], P. 12). A ring R is Noetherian if and only 
if a direct sum of any family of injective R-modules is injective. 
16 

CHAPTER-II 
MULTIPLICATION MODULES 
A. Introduction 
The concept of multiplication rings introduced by KruU [11] 
is well known. In this chapter the concept of multiplication 
modules and their structure is studied. Let R be a commutative 
ring with identity. In 1974, Mehdi, F. define multiplication module 
as an R-module M such that for every pair of submodules L,N 
of M with L c N there exists an ideal A of R such that L=AN. 
In 1981, Barnard, A defined multiplication module as follows. An 
R-module M such that every submodule of M is of the form IM 
for some ideal I of R. Although these two difinitions were given 
independently but they are equivalent. 
Definition 2.1 shows that M is a multiplication module if and 
only if every submodule of M is a multiplications submodule. An 
R-module M is said to be an almost multiplication module if for 
every proper prime ideal P of R, M is an R -multiplication 
module. It is shown in Lemma 2.17 that, a multiplication R-module 
M is Noetherian (Artinian) if R itself is Noetherian (Artinian). The 
direct sum of two multiplication modules is not always a 
multiplication module (Example 2.23). Corollary 2.22 shows that 
17 
the direct sum of even two copies of a multiplication module need 
not be a multiplication module. In Theorem 2.21 condition have 
been obtained under which the direct sum is again a multiplication 
module. 
Proposition 2.25 shows that, if M is a multiplication R-module 
then a submodule N of M is prime if and only if (N:M) is a prime 
ideal of R. It is proved in Lemma 2.34 that the dimension of a 
multiplication module (almost multipliction module) over a ring 
R is atmost one. It is proved in Corollary 2.36 that, if M is faitful 
multiplication module over a domain R then M is projective R-
module. Lastly, it is proed in Proposition 2.43 that faithful 
multiplication R-module is torson-less. 
18 
B. Multiplication and Distributive Submodules 
2.1 Definition: ([9],P.49). Let N be a submodule of an R-module 
M. N is said to be a multiplication submodule if for every 
submodule KQN, there is an ideal A of R such that K=AN. Thus 
M is a multiplication, module if and only if every submodule of 
M is a multiplication submodule. 
We state here some of the results proved by Anderson [1] for 
rings which also hold true when applied to modules. 
2.2 Lemma: If M is a module over a quasi-local ring R then every 
multiplication submodule of M is cyclic. 
2.3 Lemma: If N is a multiplication submodule of an R-module 
M and S any multiplicatively closed subset of R, then N^ is a 
multiplication submodule of M^ over R .^ 
2.4 Lemma: Let N be a submodule of a module M over a semi-
quasi-local ring R. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) N is a multiplication submodule 
(ii) N is locally cyclic 
(iii) N is cyclic 
2.5 Definition: ([3]). Let R be a commutative ring with identity. 
An R-module M is said to be distr ibutive if the lattice of 
19 
submodules of M is distributive. 
2.6 Definition ([3]). Let M be a module over a ring R. A 
submodule X of M will be called a distributive submodule if the 
following equivalent conditions are satisfied. 
(Y+Z)nX=(YnX)+(ZnX) 
(YnZ)+X=(Y+X)n(Z+X), for all submodules Y,Z of M. 
The following results are instrumental to the further 
development of the subject. 
2.7 Lemma: ([3]). Let R be a ring 
(i) Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R. If an R-
module M is a multiplication module, then the S"'R module S"^ M 
is a multiplication module. 
(ii) A finitely generated R-module M is a multiplication 
module, if and only if the R -module M is a multiplication module 
for all prime/maximal ideal P of R. 
2.8 Lemma: ([3]). Let R be a ring and Let M be an R-module 
whose annihilator is contained in only finitely many maximal 
ideals 9 ,^,S -^,, ,5H„ of R. If Mg, is a cyclic /^.-module for 
1,2,...,n then M is a cyclic R-module. 
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2.9 Proposition: ([3]). Let R be a semi-local ring. Then an R-
module is a multiplication module if, and only if it is cyclic. 
Proof: 
In view of Lemma 2.7 and 2.8, it is enough to show that every 
multiplication module over a local ring is cyclic. 
Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal 9^  and let M be 
a non zero multiplication module over R. By Proposition 1.25, we 
can choose an element JTGA/-9U/ . Then Rx=IM, where I is an 
ideal of R and I(Z9^. Therefore I=R and so M=Rx. 
2.10 Proposition: ([3]). A finitely generated module is a 
multiplication module if, and only if, it is locally cyclic. 
2.11 Proposition: ([3]). A module is distributive if, and only if, 
every finitely generated submodule is locally cyclic. 
From Propostion 2.10 and 2.11, we have 
2.12 Proposition: ([3]). A module is distributive if, and only if, 
every finitely generated submodule is a multiplication module. 
It is not the case that every finitely generated multiplication 
module is distributive, for as a (Noetherian) counterexample we 
may take M=R = polynomial ring k [x,y], k a field. Thus the 
following gives a generalisation and alternative proof of the 
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Proposition 2.9, in the commutative case. 
2.13 Proposition: ([3]). Every finitely generated Artinian 
multiplication module is cyclic. 
Proof: 
If M is a finitely generated Artinian module over a ring R, 
then R/ann(M) is isomorphic to a submodule of the direct sum of 
finitely many copies of M, and is therefore an Artinian ring. Thus 
Ann(M) is contained in only finitely many maximal idelas of R. 
Hence the result follows from Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.10. 
C. Direct Sum of Multiplication Modules 
2.14 Lemma: For any multiplication module M over a ring R, all 
its submodules and quotient modules are multiplication modules. 
Proof: Trivial. 
2.15 Lemma: ([15]). If M is a multiplication R-module and S is 
a multiplicative subset of R, then the quotient module M^ is a 
multiplication R^-module. 
Proof: Consider any two Rs-submodule N and L of M^ such that 
NciL. The in M, N''cL'=. As M is a multiplication R-module, there 
exist an ideal A of R such that N''=AL^ therefore N"=(AL'')^=A^L'=* 
hence N=A*L. Therefore M^ is multiplication R^-module. This 
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completes the proof. 
2.16 Corollary: ([9], P.51).Noetherian and almost multiplication 
module is a multiplication module. 
Proof: It is proved in [1] for rings: which also hold true when 
applied to modules. 
2.17 Lemma: ([15]). A multiplication R-module M is Noetherian 
(Artinian) if R itself is Noetherian (Artinian). 
Proof: Take an ascending sequence Mj<M.,< of submodules of 
M. If A. = (M_:M) = {a,/a,G7?««Ja,McA/,} then Mj=A.M and 
Aj<A^< As R is Noetherian there exists an integer n such that 
A = A ,. 
n n+1 
Therefore M =^M_^ ,^ and hence M is Noetherian, similarly by 
by taking R, Artinian it can be shown that M is Artinian. This 
completes the proof. 
2.18 Lemma: ([15]). If M is an R-module, where R = S®T with 
I = e + / ( l , e and / are identities of R,S and T respectively). Then 
M is a multiplication R-module if and only if eM and fM are 
multiplication S and T-modules respectively. 
Proof: M can be written as M = eM@JM. Suppose M is 
multiplication R-module. Take S-submodule N and L of eM such 
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that N (zL. Then N and L are also R-sumbodules of M. Therefore 
N=AL for some ideal A of R, but A = A^@A^ where Aj is an ideal 
of S and A^ is an ideal of T. 
Therefore N = (A,@AJL = A,L 
Hence eM is multiplication S-module, similarly / M is 
multiplication T-module. 
Conversely, take N and L, R-submodules of M such that 
N (Z L , them N = eN®fN and L = eL@fL As eM and / M are 
multiplication S and T-modules respectively. 
We have eN=A(eL) and fN=B(/L) for some ideal A of S and 
B of T. Then A@B is an ideal of R such that N = (A@B)L. This 
proves that M is multipication R-module. 
The above lemma can be generalized to the following theorem. 
2.19 Theorem .-. If R = R@K® © R is a direct sum of finite 
number of rings with l=ej+e2+...+e^ {l,ej,e2, ,e^ are the 
identities of R, Rj, R ,^ R„ respectively} then an R-module M 
is multiplication R-module if and only if e.M's are multiplication 
R.-modules for i=l ,2 , ,n. 
Proof: Follows by applying induction. 
The following result is instrumental to the further 
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development of the subject. 
2.20 Lemma ([17], P.34). If M and N are R-modules where N is 
finitely generated. Then M@N is a multiplication R-module if 
and only if M and N are multiplication R-modules and 
ann(M) + ann (N)=R. 
2.21 Theorem: ([15]). If M=M,@M,@M^@ eM„ i s a direct 
sum of finite number of finitely generated modules over a ring 
R. Then M is a multiplication R-module if and only if M.' are 
multiplication R-modules and 
ann (M.)+Q ann(M.)=R. 
Proof: Suppose that M is multiplication R-module then 
M. = A,M=A.(M,@M,@ MJ for some ideal A. of R. Then 
A. M. = (0) for every J^i and M.=A.M.. Therefore 
A^cznann(Mj) and A.+ann (Mi)=R. Therefore ann (M.J + n ann 
(M) = R. Moreover by Lemma 2.14, each M. is a multiplication 
R-module. Conversely, suppose that each M. is a multiplication 
module and ann (M.)®nann(M.J = R. 
For n=2, theorem follows by Lemma 2.20. Suppose that the 
result is true for n-1. Then if M'=Mj@ ®M. j @M.^j©....M^, 
We have M= M.@M' and R=ann (M.)+ann(M') as 
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ann (M^) = nannfMJ. 
1*' ' 
Therefore by Lemma 2.20, M is multiplication R-module. 
2.22 Corollary: ([15]). A torsion free multiplicaton module over 
an integral domain is uniform, in particular a non zero vector space 
V over a field F, which is a multiplication module, is of dimension 
one. 
Proof: Let M be a torsion free multiplication module over 
an integral domain R, suppose that M is not uniform, then it has 
two non zero submodules Nj and \^^ with N^{\N^_=(^). Then 
N = N^@N-,c: Mis a multiplication module. Hence by Theorem 
2.21, ann(N,) + ann (NJ=R, which is not possible as Nj and N^ 
are both torsion free. Hence M is uniform. The second part follows 
from Theorem 2.21. 
This corollary shows that the direct sum of even two copies 
of a multiplication module need not be a multiplication module 
which is evident by the following example. 
2.23 Example: Any vector space of dimension two is a direct sum 
of two multiplication modules, however it is not a multiplication 
module. 
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D. Prime and Comaximal Submodule: 
2.24 Definition: ([17], P.38). A submodule N of an R-module M, 
which is not equal to M is said to be a prime submodule of M 
if AN^ c N and N^(ZN implies that AMczN, where A is an ideal 
of R and N^ is a submodule of M. 
2.25 Proposition: ([16]). If M is a Multiplication R-module. Then 
a submodule N of M is prime if and only if (N:M) is prime ideal 
of R. 
Proof: In general, for any prime submodule N of M, (N:M) 
is a prime ideal of R. 
Conversely suppose that (N:M) is prime ideal of R. Take 
ALczN such that LdN, where L is a submodule of M and A 
is an ideal of R. As M is multiplication module. 
L=BM for some ideal B of R. Then AL = ABM(zN therefore 
AB(z(N:M), but L = BMctN that is B(t(N:MJ, therefore 
A(z(N:M), as N:M is a prime ideal of R. Hence AMczN. 
Therefore N is a prime submodule of M. This completes the proof. 
Converse of this theorem is not true in general. 
2.26 Example: Consider any domain R which is not a field. 
Consider M = M^@M^_,M^= M-. = R. Let A be a proper ideal of R 
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which is not prime ideal. Let A^ be the corresponding submodule 
of M,. Then there exists x e M , and aeR such that x^A2,a^A 
but ax E A^_ Now aM <X A^. Hence A^ is not a prime submodule of 
M. However re(A2:M) implies that rM^®rM2(Z A. This implies 
that rM2=(0) and therefore r=0, so that (A '^.M) = (0), a prime ideal 
of R. 
2.27 Proposition: ([17], P. 40) If M is finitely generated 
multiplication module and N is submodule of M which is 
comaximal with the submodules Nj, N^, , N .^ Then N is also 
n 
comaximal with f l-^ , 
Proof: Take A (N:M), A. = (N.:M) for i=l, ..., n. Since M is 
multiplication module, we have 
AM = N and A. M = N. 
I I 
Now M= N + N. = AM + A. M = (A+A.) M 
Therefore A+A. = R, and this shows that A is comaximal with 
n 
A. for i=l..., n Hence A is also comaximal withn (A.) 
(Therem 1.26), that is A+ nA,=R 
Now nN, =) [n4 M, 
1=1 
1=1 
f" \ ( " \ 
therefore AW + n M Z).4M+ n/l , \M-\ A^-c\A. 
,=1 l,,=i ') y i.x ' J 
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M^RM = M 
i.Q. N + nN,= M, This completes the proof. 
E. Dimension of Multiplication Modules 
In this section we prove that every multiplication module and 
every almost multiplication module has dimensin at most one. The 
proof is based on following lemmas. 
2.28 LemmarLet N be a multiplication submodule of an R-module 
M. If a submodule K is contained in N then K=(K:N) N 
Proof: Trivial 
2.29 Lemma: If every prime submodule of M is finitely generated 
then every submodule of M is finitely generated 
Proof: It can be easily derived from the corresponding proof for 
ideals. 
R.K. Jain ([9], P53) proved the following lemma which is 
instrumental to the further development of the subject. 
2.30 Lemma:Let M be an R-module and N be a proper prime 
submodule of M. let N:M P(it is a prime ideal of R). Then there 
is an injective map f from the set of prime submodules of M which 
are contained in N to the set of proper prime submodules of M . 
Moreover If M is a multiplication submodule of M the f is 
bijective. 
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2.31 Lemma: ([9], P. 54) Let M be an R-module such that every 
submodule of M is cyclic. If for a non zero element x of M, (x) 
and (0) are proper prime submodules of M then (x) is a maximal 
submodule of M. 
Proof: Let m s M such that M=(m). Let A be the annihilator ideal 
of M then we know that M and R/A, as modules, are isomorphic. 
Since (0) is prime submodule of M, it is easy to see that A is 
a prime ideal of R. Thus R/A is a domains. As each submodule 
of M is cyclic, each ideal of R/A is principal and hence every 
non-zero proper prime ideal of R/A is maximal wich implies that 
every non-zero proper prime submodule of M is maximal. 
2.32 Lemma: ([9], R54) I f / : M - ^ M ' be an epimorphism of R-
modules with kernel K then there is one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of prime submodules of M which contains K and 
the set of proper prime submodules of M'. 
Proof: Let N be a prime submodule of M containing K, let T E R 
and m e M such that rf(m) Gf(N) but f(m) gf(N). We show that 
rM' c f (N). 
As f (rm)=rf(m) e f (N), f(rm)=f(n) for some neN. Thus rm-
n G K and so rm G K + N = N and mgN which implies that rM c N . 
Hence rM' = rf (M)=f(rm)cf(N).Similarly It can be proved that 
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if N' is any prime submodule of M' then f (M') is prime 
submodule of M containing K. That the correspondence is one-
to-one is clear. 
2.33 Lemma: ([9],P.55). If M is an R-module such that every 
submodule of M is cyclic then dim (M) <1. 
Proof: Suppose that there exist prime submodules P,,?^,?, of 
M such that P,<?,<?,. By Lemma 2.32 we get that 
(0) <P2/P,<P,/P, are prime submodules of M/P, which is a 
contradition to Lemma 2.31. Since every submodule of M/P^ is 
cyclic. 
2.34 Lemma: ([9],P.55). If M is a multiplication module (almost 
multiplication module) over a ring R then dim (M) <1. 
Proof: If P is any prime ideal of R then M is multiplication 
module over the quasi-local ring R . By Lemma 2.2 we get that 
every submodule of M is cyclic. Let N be any proper prime 
submodule of M then P=(N:M) is a prime ideal of R. Thus 
dim (M ) <1 by Lemma 2.33, using Lemma 2.30 we deduce that 
dim (M) <1. 
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F. Projective Multiplication Modules 
In this section we characterize the multiplication modules in 
terms of projective modules. 
2.35 Theorem: ([16]). If M is a multiplication module over a 
Dedekind domain R. Then either M is direct sum of torsion cyclic 
R-modules or M is R-projective. 
Proof: Steinitz in [33], proved that every finitely generated 
module over a Dedekind domain is direct sum of cyclic modules 
and finitely generated torsion free modules of rank one, that is 
M = M^®M^@ ®^„ where some M.'' are cyclic and some are 
torsion free of rank one. 
As M is multiiplication module over a Dedekind domain by 
Lemma 2.17. M is finitely generated and hence by Theorem 2.21 
/I 
R = anii(M.) + nann(M.). 
If M. is torsion free, then ann (M.)=0 and therefore 
n 
n ann (M.)=R, that is M.=0 for all /W hence M=M. Therefore 
M is torsion free module of rank one, hence uniform. But over 
a domain, a finitely generated torsion free module of rank one is 
isomorphic to an ideal I of R. Now R is a Dedekind domain, every 
ideal of R is R-projective. Then M is also R-projective. Hence 
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either M is direct sum of torsion cyclic modules or M is 
R-projective and uniform. This completes the proof: 
The following corollary characterizes multiplication modules 
in terms of projective modules. 
2.36 Corol lary : ([17], P.47). If M is faithful multiplication 
module over a domain R. Then M is projective R-module. 
Proof: Suppose N is a torsion submodule of M then N=AM 
for some ideal A of R. Suppose AN=(0) for af^OJeR. Then 
a AM=(0), but M is faithful therefore aA=(0). As a^O, A=(0) and 
hence N=(0). Therefore M is torsion free. Now by Theorem 2.35 
M is torsion free module of rank one and hence R-projective. This 
completes the proof: 
2.37 Definition: Let M be a multiplication R-module and N a 
submodule of M. Then N=1M for some ideal I of R. But since 
lQ(N:M), N=IMQ(N:M)MQN . Thus if M is a multiplication 
module, then for any submodule N of M, N=(N:M)M. 
The module M is called a torsion module in case ann (m)^0 
for every meM, otherwise it will be called non-torsion [5]. 
Now we state some propositions without proof which are 
instrumental to the further development of the subject, proofs can 
be found in [14]. 
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2.38 Proposition: A faithful multiplication R-module M is 
isomorphic to an ideal of R if and only if M*=Homj^(M,R) is 
non-torsion module. 
2.39 Proposition: Let M be a multiplication R-module. Then 
(i) n{KerQ:QeM*]=ann(M*)M, 
(i i) n[KerQ:QGM*} = 0 if M is faithful 
2.40 Propos i t ion : Let M be a finitely generated faithful 
multiplication R-module. Then 
(i) M* is finitely generated faithful multiplication R-module 
(ii) M** ~ M 
2.41 Proposition: Let M be a multiplication R-module and N any 
finitely generated submodule of M and A=ann(N). Then the 
submodule M/AM is finitely generated. 
2.42 Proposition: ([5]). Let M be a faithful multiplication R-
module. Then M* is faithful. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.39, f]{Kere:QEM *} = 0 
Let re ann(M*). Then rM*=0 and r/=0 for all feM*. Thus 
r / (M)-0 for all feM* and so rMc Ker / for all feM*. Therefore 
rMcn[KerQ:QeM*]=0. Hence rM=0 and re ann(M). But since M is 
faithful, r=0 and ann(M*)=0. This completes the proof. 
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2.43 Proposition: ([5]). Faithful multiplication R-module is 
torsion-less. 
Proof: Let M be a faithful multiplication R-module. Then we 
know that fl { A:e/-e .-9 e M *} = 0 , by Proposition 2.39. Now let's 
define an R-module homomorphism (f) as follows: 
(t..-M-^n Ri by ^(m)={e-(m))-^^,e-eM* 
/GA 
Where |A|=|M*| and R.=R. So, if me Ker ^. 
Then ^.(m)=0 fo all /GA. Therefore m e r\{KerQ:QEM*] = 0 . 
Hence m=0. Thus ^ is an injective homomorphism and M is 
embedded in a direct product of copies of R .^ 
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CHAPTER-III 
WEAK MULTIPLICATION MODULES 
A. Introduction 
A module M over a ring R is said to a weak multiplication 
module if N c: P, where N is a submodule of M and P is a prime 
submodule of M, implies that there exists an ideal A of R such 
that N=AR 
It is proved in Lemma 3.1 that , the homomorphic image of 
a weak multiplication module is also a weak multiplication 
module. It is proved in Theorem 3.5 that, the dimension of a weak 
multiplication module is atmost one. In general a weak 
multiplication module need not be a multiplication module as 
shown in Examples 3.13 and 3.14. Finally, the conditions are 
studied under which a weak multiplication module is multiplication 
module and elaborated in Theorem 3.16. 
B. Direct Sum of Weak Multiplication Modules 
We study here some results ore weak multiplication modules 
3.1 Lemma: ([17], P.50) The homomorphic image of a weak 
multiplication module is weak multiplication module. 
Proof: Suppose f:M-^N is an epimorphism from a weak 
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multiplication module M to a module N. If P is a prime submodule 
of N, then f'^(P) is a prime submodule of M. Therefore if 
N,(zP, t h e n / • ( N , ) C / - Y P ; and hence /-i(N,)=A/'(P) 
Therefore Nj=/"'(A)P. This proves that N is weak 
multiplication module is a weak multiplication module. 
Remark: The above result shows that a direct summand of a weak 
multiplication module is a weak multiplication module. 
3.2 Lemma: ([16]). If M is a weak multiplication R-module, and 
S is a multiplicative closed subset of R, then the quotient module 
M^  is also weak multiplication R^-module. 
Proof: Consider any two R^-submodules N,L of M^  such that 
N c: L and L is prime. Then in M, N" cz U. 
We claim that L*" is a prime submodule of M. Suppose that 
AK c U for some ideal A of R and some submodule K of M, such 
that Kan. Now as AK(zU, A'K^(zL, but K^OlL, therefore 
A'M^cL, hence A^^MfczL", so AM (Z U• Therefore L" is a prime 
submodule of M. As M is a weak multiplication module, there 
exists an ideal A of R such that N'=AL", then N'"'=A''L"'^  
Therefore N=A^L. Hnece M is a R -weak multiplication 
S S -T 
modules. This completes the proof. 
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3.3 Proposition: ([17], P.51). If M is a weak multiplication module 
over a Noetherian (Artinian) ring R, then the class of submodules 
of M which are contained in a prime submodule (which contains 
a prime submodule) of M satisfies maximal (minimal) condition. 
Proof: Suppose that {N,}^^^ is a family of submodules of M 
which are contained in a prime submodule P of M. Suppose that 
N, <N^< Take A.-(N.:P), then 
A, <A< But R is Noetherian, therefore A =A ,^ for 
1 2 n n+1 
some integer n. Hence N =^N_^ ,^. Therefore {A ,^},^ / satisfies maximal 
condition. Similarly we can prove the other part. 
3.4 Proposition: ([16]). If M is a module over a ring R = S®T 
with l=e+/ ( l , e and / identities of R,S and T respectly). Then a 
submodule P of M is prime submodule of M if and only if eP 
is prime submodule of eM and fP=fM or /P is a prime submodule 
of/M and yP=/M o r /P is a prime submodule of/M and eP=eM. 
Proof: Suppose that P is a prime submodule of M and 
eP^eM. Now T(eM)=(0), therefore T(eM)c / ' , as eMc^P, TM (zP. 
But TM=/M, therefore fMcP, hence fM=fP. To show that eP is 
prime S-submodule of eM. Suppose S,M,ceP, where Sj is an ideal 
of S and M^ is a submodule of eM. If M,cZeP, then M,cZ:eP©/M=P. 
Therefore SjCMcP and hence S,eMceP. This shows that eP 
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is a prime submodule of eM, similarly if jM^ fP then /P is a 
prime submodule of fM. 
Conversly, to show that P=eM@fP is a prime submodule, take 
ANdP, if NaP, then JNa^fP, but ANczP, this implies that 
A/NczfP, therefore AfMczfP. Hence AM(zP. This shows that P 
is a prime submodule of M. 
C. Dimension of a Weak Multipication Modules 
We study here the dimension of a Weak multiplication module. 
3.5 Theorem: ([9],P.58). Every weak multiplication module is an 
almost multiplication module and hence its dimension is <1. 
Proof: Let M be a weak multiplication module over a ring 
R. Let P be any proper prime ideal of R. It is clear that Mp is 
also a weak multiiplication module over the quasi-local ring Rp. 
Thus every prime submodule of Mp, being a multiplication 
submodule, is cyclic by Lemma 2.2. Theorem 1.18 implies that 
every submodule of Mp is cyclic. Thus Mp is a multipication 
module and hence M is an almost multiplication module. By 
Lemma 2.34, we deduce that dim (M) < 1. 
3.6 Corollay: Weak multiplication module over a quasi-local 
(semi-quasi-local) ring is a multiplication module. 
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3.7 Lemma: Every maximal submodule is prime 
Proof: Trivial 
3.8 Theorem: ([9], P. 59). If M is an R-module such that M is 
a multipliction submodule of M then M possesses a maximal (and 
hence prime) submodule. 
Proof: Let x(^0)e M. Let P be any maximal ideal of R 
containing A, the annihilator ideal of x. For some ideal I of R, 
(x)=IM. observe that PM<M. In fact if PM=M then 
P(x)=PIM=IM=(x). Nakayama's Lemma (Theorem 1.24) implies 
that P+A=R whcih is impossible. Let N be any submodule of M 
such that PMQN. Thus PQ(N:M). Therefore (N:M) = P or R 
and consequently N=(N:M) M=PM or RM which proves that N is 
a maximal submodule. This completes the proof. 
D. Prime Submodules and Weak Multiplication Modules Which 
are not Multiplication Module: 
3.9 Proposition: ([16]). If M is a weak multiplication module and 
P, P' are prime submodules of M such that P is strictly contained 
in P'. Then P=(P:M) P'. 
Proof: By difinition of weak multiplication module P=AP' for 
some ideal A of R. Now P^ <X P implies that AM a P , that is 
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Acz(P:M). Now P= AP' c:(P:M)P' (Z P. Therefore P=(P:M) P'. 
This completes the proof. 
3.10 Proposition: ([17], P.53). Let M be a weak multiplication 
module and P be a prime submodule of M. Then there is no 
submodule strictly between P and AP for any maximal ideal A of R. 
Proof: Assume that there is a submodule N of M such that 
AP<N<P. Then there exist an ideal C of R scuh that N=CP. 
If C c A , then C P c AP, that is NcAP. 
If CcrA, take C G C \ A , Since (c) c C then (c) PcCP=N. 
Now (c)+A) P=(c) P+APcN. But A is maximal therefore 
(c)+A=R that is P c N . Therefore there is no submodule strictly 
between P and AP. 
3.11 Proposition: ([16]) Let M be a weak multiplication module 
over a quasi-local ring R, then any prime submodule N of M is 
cyclic. 
Proof: Let P be the maximal ideal of R. Suppose that N=PN. 
Consider any x(^0)eN. Then Rx=AN for some ideal A of R. Then 
P(x)=PAN=AN=Rx. This implies that x=px for some peP. Thus 
x=0, as 1-p is unit This is a contradiction, hence N;6PN. Choose 
xeN\PN. Then Rx=AN. Now either A=R or A cP . If A c P 
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than Rx^ANcPN, a contradition. Therefore Rx=RN=N. Hence N 
is cyclic R-module. This completes the proof. 
3.12 Proposition: Any divisible uniform module over a domain 
is weak multiplication module. 
Proof: Suppose N is a prime submodule of a divisible uniform 
module M over a domain R. 
Take xeM\N, then there exist a non zero aeR such that 
ax E N • Now ( a x ) c N , but (x) czN, implies that a M c N , but 
aM=M(2:N, therefore N=(0). Hence M is a weak multiplication 
module. This completes the proof. 
Now we give the example of weak multiplication modules 
which are not multiplication modules. 
3.13 Example-1 Suppos that Q is the set of all rational numbers 
and Z is the set of all integers. 
Then Q is a divisble Z module. Hence by Proposition 3.12, 
Q is a weak multiplicatin Z-module. As Z is Noetherian by Lemma 
2.17, every multiplication Z-module is finitely generated. However 
Q is not finitely generated Z-module. So Q is not a multiplication 
module. 
3.14 ExampIe-2 ([16]). Let R be a local discrete valuation ring 
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of rank one with maximal ideal M. Consider N=R/M©R as R-
module. Then N is weak multiplication R-module, while N is not 
a multiplication module. 
Proof: Clearly R is prime submodule of N. Let P be a prime 
submodule of N. If P=0, then (R/M)M=(0)cP, but NM=M^(0) . 
So, (0) is not a prime submodule. Now (R/M) M = ( 0 ) c P gives 
either R / M c P or NMCP i.e. M c P . 
If R/M c P , then P= R / M e (PnR)=^ N / P ^ R/P flR 
=z» PflR is a prime ideal of R. So that P=R/M© P^, Pj a 
prime ideal of R. Suppose Now M c P and (R/M)nP'=0. 
Now P G P implies that P = ri+T^, n e R / M . and r^sR- Define 
a mapping a: P ^ R as a(p)=r2. Then clearly a is an R-
homomorphism with Kernel zero, as (R/M) n P ~ 0 , Therefore a is 
an isomorphism. Now either p = R or p^M- If P = R then 
V T c P , T=PA for some ideal A of R. Further as R is discrete 
valuation ring of rank one, M is a multiplication module P is also 
multiplication module. Therefore N is a weak multiplication 
module. N is not a multiplication module because if we take 
R/M, then R/M^NT, because 
NT = (R/M) T@RT=(R/M)T@T. It T=R, then 
NT= N. If TQM then (R/M) T=0 gives us NT = T with 
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r n R/M = 0. Therefore R/M ^^NT for any ideal T. 
E. Weak multiplication modules which are mulitplication 
modules 
3.15 Definition: ([17], P.57). A modul M over a ring R is called 
partial multiplication module if N cz P, where N is a submodule 
of M and P is a prime submodule of M, implies that there exists 
an ideal A of R such that N=AP. 
3.16 Theorem: ([17], P.58). If M is a faithful partial multiplication 
module over a quasi-local ring R, then M is multiplication module. 
Proof: Let P be a maximal ideal of R. Suppose that M=PM. 
Consider any xfi^OjeM. Then (x)=AM, for some ideal A of R. 
This gives P(x)=(x). So that x==ax for some aeP. Thus x=o, as 
1-a is unit. This is a contradiction, hence M^PM clearly PM is 
prime and by Proposition 3.10 there is no submodule strictly 
between PM and M. Therefore if N is a submodule of M then 
N=AM, but AM a PM, therefore N is also contained in PM. 
Choose xeM\PM. Then M=(x) and M = R. Hence R is weak 
multiplication ring. Therefore by Mott [18], R is a multiplication 
ring and M is multiplication module. This completes the proof. 
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J'mMelu ^erve^/jded 
CHAPTER-IV 
FINITELY GENERATED MULTIPLICATION 
MODULES 
A. Introduction: 
Finitely generated multiplication modules exhibit some 
interesting properties. In this chapter we studied different aspects 
of multiplication modules and characterized them. 
Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.3 give different 
characterizations of finitely generated multiplication modules. It 
is also shown in Lemma 4.6 that any two R-module A,B, if B is 
a multiplication module then AnB-B[A:B]. We also study M*, 
the dual of M where M is finitely generated multiplication module. 
Theorem 4.13 define the generators of M* and Corollary 4.14 
shows that, for a finitely generated multipliction R-module 
M,M*=(0), if and only if D=(0) where D=D(M)= Ann (Ann(M)), 
It turns out that D equals the trace of M. i.e. D=T(M), [27], [26]. 
However if M is an arbitrary multiplication module then 
T(M)9£D(M) in general. For each aeM, let D^=ann ann (a) and 
put D (M) = 2^ D . It turns out that if M is a multiplication module 
then T(M)= DQ(M) [29]. 
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We also study the module Horn (A,B) where A is finitely 
generated multiplication module and B is a multiplication module. 
Let E=E(A,B) = [annB:annA], it turns out that EB= Z^ff"^), 
It is proved in Proposition 4.26 that ann(A)=ann (Hom(A,B)) 
iff T=(0). It is shown in Proposition 4.28 that, if P is f.g 
multiplication module such that ann(P) is generated by an 
idempotent e, then P is projective. 
Moreover it is clear that every finitely generated 
multiplication module is semi-multiplicatin. However the converse 
is not true. The converse is true if M is semi-multiplication module 
such that End (M)=R/ann(M). Finally, we found every finitely 
generated projectrive module is semi-multiplication [8] but the 
converse may not be true as shown in Example 4.39. 
B. Characterizations and finiteness of finitely generated 
Multiplication Modules 
The following theorem gives different characterizations of 
finitely generated multiplication modules. 
4.1 Theorem: ([25]). Let R be a ring, and A a f.g R-moduIe 
generated by (2i^Si^,....&J. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
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1. A is a multiplication module 
2. A is locally cyclic 
, where A. is the submodule of A generated 
by all the a.,s except a.. 
4. There exists an nxn matrix M=(r..) with entries in R such 
that 
(i) U=UM, where U is the n vector (aj,a2, , a )^ 
(ii) Trace M=l 
(iii) a, r.. = a. r.„ l< i j ,k<n 
Proof: The equivalence of (1) and (2) is proved in [3], and 
the equivalence of (2) and (3) is proved in [20]. The implication 
(3) =^ (4) is proved in [22] for ideals and that of (4) =» (3) 
in [23] for ideals. The proof for modules is essentially the same 
and hence is omitted. 
4.2 Remark: Let U and M be as in Theorem 4 .1 , and let 
U^={x = (x,,X2, x J e R V a ^ x , = 0} . it is easily checked that if 
n 
Y=(yj,y2, yj eu-^, then Z^^iYj belongs to ann (a.^) for each i,k, 
l<i,k <n. 
If A, and A^ are two modules, then [ A J : A 2 ] = { X G R / X A 2 c A, | 
The following proposition gives another characterization of 
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finitely generated multiplication modules. 
4.3 Proposition: ([25]). Let A be an R-module generated by 
(a,,a2, , a j . Them A is a multiplications module if and only 
if for every R-module B, 
S[(a,):Br :B 
Proof: Assume the condition is satisfied, then by letting B=A, 
one gets [A:Al = Sa, A 
But A:A=R, [(ai):A]= [(a.):A.], and by theorem 4.1(3), the 
module a is multiplication module 
Conversely let B be any R-module, then it is clear that 
S [(a,):B]c S(a,):B 
Since A is a multiplication module, there exists an nxn 
mathrix M=(r..) with entries in R satisfying the condition (i), (ii), 
(iii) of theorem 4.1 (4). Let ^ ^ ' then BxcA. Therefore S (a,):B 
for each bEB,tK=^a. t.&R, t.e Now x = xY, K.=^ (xr..). To 
complete the proof, we show B(x r..)c (a). Thus 
bxr. - E«A W ) = E «/7(^^)=S o,0;^^)e(«,) 
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In this section we study the finiteness of the ideal [A:B] 
where A and B are finitely generated multiplication R-modules. 
4.4 Lemma ([25]). Let A be a multiplication R-module generated 
by (a, ,a2,. . . . ,aj , and let M=(r..) be an nxn matrix associated with 
A as in Theorem 4.1(4) then, for all j , l<j<n. 
[{a.):A.] = id(Y^.,r,-, , r J + ann(Aj) 
= id(r,j,r,j,....,r„j) + ann(A) 
Proof: It is clear that ann (A.)c[(aj):Aj]. Also, for all i,k, 
1< i,k <n, a^ , r..= a. T.^. (properties of M), hence id (r,., r,., , 
r„pc[(aj):Aj]. Thus id (r,., r,., , r„.)+ ann(Aj)c[(a.):A.\ 
Let now xG j^^ A^ , then ajX=a.t., for all i,i9^j, l<i<n, where 
t.GR. If Y,.= (0,0...,0x0, ,-t., 0). 
i.e. Y.. is a vector with i-th component x and j - th component 
-t., then it is clear, from the above relation, that Y. ,-i ii Hence 
•' ' ' ' J 6 U • 
n 
by Remark 4.2 xr..-t.r.. e ann (A) . Thus xl = x 2 h=J^ t^r.^+Z^ 
where ZjGann(Aj). 
This shows that [(a.):A.] e i d (r,-,r.^., ,r„.) +ann (A.). 
This completes the proof of the first equality. The prooof of 
the second equality is similar. 
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4.5 Lemma ([25]). Let A and B be f.g R-modules, where A is 
multiplicative generated by (a,,a^,...a^) and B is generated by 
(b, ,b2,. . . ,bj . Moreover if a;+B is multiplication module V/, l<i<m, 
and ann(B) is generated by / elements, then [A.B] is f.g and can 
be generated by m(n+l)+/ elements. 
Proof: Since A is a multiplication module then by 
m 
Proposition 4.3, [A:B] = 2^[(ai):B], and since a.+B is a 
1=1 ' 
multiplication module, then [a.:B]=K.+ann(B), where k. is f.g. ideal 
that can be generated b (n=l) elements (Lemma 4.4). 
Therefore A-B= X ^ i j + ann (B), and the result follows. 
4.6 Lemma: ([25]). Let A,B be an R-modules. If B is a 
multiplication module, then A n B = B[A:B]. 
Proof: Let XGACIB, whenxeB is a multiplication module, 
there exist an ideal J in R such that {X) = BJQA. It follows that 
xeB[A:B]. The other inclusion is obivious. 
4.7 Lemma: Let A and B be two f.g multiplication R-modules. 
Then A+B is a multiplication module if and only if [A:B] + 
[B:A]=R. 
Proof: It is proved by A.G. Naoum and M.M Balboul in [23] 
for the ideals A,B of R. The proof for modules is on similar lines. 
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4.8 Colorally: Let A, B be f.g multiplication R-modules that can 
be generated by m and n elements respectively. If A+B is 
multiplication, then Af]B is f.g and can be generated by m+n 
elements. Moreover it is a multiplication module. 
proof: By Lemma 4.7, there are elements xe[A:B], y&[B:A] 
such that x+y=l. It is easy to check now that 
Ar\B=Ay+Bx and the first assertion follows. To prove the 
second assention, we observe that y&[Ay.Bx], xE[Bx.Ay]. 
Moreover, each of Ay, Bx is locally principal; hence multiplication 
module (see [3]). It follows from Lemma (4.7) that Af]B is a 
multiplication module. This completes the proof. 
C. The dual and trace of finitely generated multiplication 
Module 
4.9 Definition: ([27]). It M is a right (left) R-module then we 
denote by D=D(M)= Ann (Ann(M)), and we call D the double 
annihilator of M. It turns out that D is equal the trace of M. 
4.10 Theorem: ([27]). Let M be a right R-module generated by 
{a,,3,, , a^}. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is a multiplication module 
(ii) t lM-M]-R 
1=1 
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(iii) There exist an nxn matric C==[C..] with entries in R such 
that: 
(i) U=UC 
(ii) Trace C = ^ C„ = \,and 
;=1 
(iii)a^ a - a. C.,, y\<i,j,k<n 
4.11 Remark ([27]). Let M be any right R-module, and let leM*. 
Then for each aeM, Ann (a)cAnn (/(a)) and /(a)eD. 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
4.12 Corollary ([27]). If M is a right R-module and D=D(M)-(0), 
then M*=(0), but converse is not true. 
Proof: Let / G M * , for each aEM,Arm(a)QA}m(l{a)). But /(a) 
E Ann Ann (/(a)c Ann Ann(a) cD=(0) Hence /=0 
The converse is not true in general. In fact if Q is the obelian 
group of rationals, considered a a Z-module. Then it can be shown 
easily that Q*=(0). On the other hand, Ann (Q)=(0), and D(Q)=R. 
4.13 Theorem: ([27]). If M is as (Theorem 4.10), then the set 
[/\i\l<j<n,deD^ generates M* 
Proof: Let leM* and /(ai)=b., l<i<n. 
By Remark 4.11, b.eD. Moreover by Theorem 4.10, 
V/J />^=/ (« , )q=%q, ) = /(a.C.^)=/(a3)C.=b.C^ and again by 
Theorem 4.10, since z^ ^jj~^ 
y=i 
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for each ^ = E .^^ / ^ ^ 
i=l 
r " 
we have 'ix) = l X .^^ . r X -^•^ . V ' = i 
" " ^' 'I 
J' 1 
/ = 1 ; = l ,=1 y = l 
« n 
;=1 ;=1 j=l 
Hence 
This completes the proof. 
4.14 Corollary: ([27]). Let M be a finitely generated 
multiplication R-Module The M*=(0) if and only if D=(0). 
Proof: If M*=(0), then 1J^ =0, for Vc/e AV/. Hence V^ 
(aj)=0=dC,, and 0='^dq^=d. 
J 
The converse is proved in Corollary 4.12 
4.15 Corollary: ([27]). If M is as above then Trace M=D. 
Proof: Recall that, for any module M, 
Trace (M) = ^ /(A/) 
/eA/* 
Now it follows from Remark 4.11 that /(M)cD and hence 
Trace (M)cD. On the other hand, if deD, then as above 
^ = E ^c. /=S ^'''(^z)^ trace (M) 
1=1 
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4.16 Theorem: Let M be a finitely generated multiplication R-
module. Then M* is finitely generated if and only if D is finitely 
generated. In fact if M and D can be generated by n and k 
elements, respectively, then M* can be generated by nk elements. 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found in [27] 
4.17 Note: It is known that if M is finitely generated 
multiplication module, then T(M)=D(M)=ann(ann(m)). [27], [26]. 
However, if M is an arbitrary multiplication module, then 
T(M);!iD(M) in general. One of the aim of this section is to study 
Trace (M). For cache aeM, let D^=ann ann(a), and put 
D.(M)= ZA 
Following [2] for any module M, we put Q(M) = Y [(a):Ml 
If [a^/iel] is any set of generators of M, then it is easy to check 
that Q(M) = Y [(a.y.M]. . It is known that 0(M)=R if and only only 
if M is finitely generated. 
4.18 Remark ([29]) Let S = {a,} be any finite subset of M for each 
a, eS,3x^ eann(a,),yI EQ{M) such that x,+yj==l, 
let ^ = Yl^.^f^^'^x=ll(l-y,) = l-y 
y e Q(A4),x+y= 1 and a,x = 0, V/ G S. 
Moreover, -^^2^^./. iel(S), a finite subset of I, and 
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C, - C^ ^ E[a-M]. 
If S={a} then C'^ -C^^^ .^ %,^^^^ - ^^^ 
4.19 Theorem: If M is a multiplication R-module, then 
T(M)=DJM). 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found in [29] 
The following result is instrumental to the further 
development of the subject. 
4.20 Theorem: ([29]). Let M be a multiplication R-module. If M 
contains a finite set S such that ann(S)=ann(M) then M is finitely 
generated and DJM)=D(M). 
4.21 Theorem: ([29]). Let M be a multiplication torsionless R-
module with finitely generated trace, the M is finitely generated. 
Proof: There exist elements a e M , / , G M * , l<i<n such that 
the set {/,(a',)|l </•<«} generates T(M). 
Let S = {a.\l<i<n}, we show ann(S)=ann(M), and then the 
result follows from Theorem 4.20. 
So, let aEann(S),aEM,lGM* 
l{ax) = xl{a) = x^r,l,{a,UGR 
i 
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Hence axG f] KeH = 0 aiidxeann(M) 
/ £ / / • 
D. Homomorphisms on finitely generated Multiplication 
Modules 
Introduction 
In this section we study the module Hom(A,B) where A is 
a finitely generated multiplication module and B is a multiplication 
module. Let E=E(A,B)=[ann B: anA] 
Let {a,,a.,, a j be a set of generators for A, C=[C..] be 
an nxn matrix associated with A as in Theorem 4.1, and B be a 
n 
module. For each j , l<j<n, eeE(A,B),bEB anda = ^X,a. EA, 
define V^^:A-^B as follows: 
rei,(a) = I'etl f^x,a. J = f ^ QjX.e J 
In particular lU{a.) = Cj.eb. If E(A,B)= R (for example when 
A is faithful module or when ann (A)cann (B), then 
r^(a)=^r.[tx,a,y[±q,x^^ 
4.22 Lemma: If B is a multiplication module, then 
/ (A)c[ann B:ann A]B, VfeHom(A,B). 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found in [31]. 
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4.23 Theorem: ([31]). If A is as above, and B is a multiplication 
module, them the set {/\,Jl<y <«,a e A , p e r J generates the 
module Hom (A,B), where {e^|aG A}, |/?p|Z?G F } generate E and B 
respectively. 
Proof: Let / G Hom (A,B) and a = ^x,a,EA.Then 
1=1 
fia) = f\^x,a\=^x,fia,) 
.'=1 / = ] 
n / n 
= E V X <^ >; Since C'U'=U' 
/=i \ 1=1 
" ( " \ 
E EC„XVK) 
1=1 V 1=1 / 
But y/,l<./<;7,/(a^)G/(^)c£'i9 (Lemm 4.22) 
So /(o,) = S S yo.,^> S <^ ;v^ , '^aS> (^^"ite sum). Now 
a.; P, L/=l J 
/(^) = S E E a^,P 
i=\ a, P, 
s q,^ , 
Z'" 
\ \ 
H OL p, V'=l 
Thus =E E S >'a,p,/VB 
/=1 a^  P_,. 
4.24 Corollary: ([31]). Let A be a f.g multiplication module and 
B be a multiplication module then 2^/(^) = ^^ 
Proof: Since fiA)^EB,\/f eHom(A,B) by Lemma 4.22 
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n n 
So ^f{A) c EB. Now let eb G EB, the eb = J ) C,eb = ^l'et,(a,) 
fGHom(A.B) 
Thus ^BQ Y^fiA) 
feHom(A.B) 
4.25 Propposi t ion: ([31]). Let A be a finitely generated 
multiplication module and B be a multiplication module, then 
(i) ann (Hom(A,B) = ann(EB) 
(ii) ann A c ann (Horn (A,B) 
4.26 Propos i t ion: ([31]). Let A be a finitely generated 
multiplication module and B be a multiplication module then 
ann A=ann (Hom (A,B)) iff T-(0) 
Proof: If T=(0), then ann A=ann(Hom(A,B))- Conversely, let 
n 
x = ^ x,a, GT, thenVeb{x) = 0, Vy, l<j<n,\feeE, and\/b eE 
Now 0=/^ 
fjL \ 
eh 
\ 
Hence ZJ ^ji^i ann (Hom(A,B))= ann A. 
7 = 1 
Therefore ykyj,o=[± q,x~] a, =cl± xfl\ 
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In particular, 0= Q.J ^ ^Pi V^^ ^'" S Q A - = 1^  
i-=l 
hence x = ^x.a, = 0. And this implies that T=(0) 
Now we state the following Lemma 4.27 [19]. 
4.27 Lemma: Let M be a multiplication R-module, and let N be 
a finitely generated sumbodule of M. If ann(N) is generated by 
an idempotent, then there exist finte subsets {bj,b2, ,b^} of 
elements of M, and {/,,/., /„} of elements of N*=Hom (N,R) 
ni 
such that for each aEN,a^ l,i^)^, 
;=1 
E. Relationship Between finitely generated Projectie modules 
and Multiplication Modules 
4.28 Proposition: ([28]). Let P be a f.g multiplicatin module such 
that ann (?) is generated by an idempotent e. Then P is projective. 
Proof: Assume that P is generated by the components of the 
vector U=(a,,a.„ a j . There exists an nxn matirx M,=[r..] such 
that UM =U, trace M =1 and a.r...=a,.r.., Vl</, / , / :<« (see Theorem 
4.1). 
Let M=(l-e)M,=[(l-e)r..] 
It is clear that UM=U. Now if X=(X|,X2, ,xj^ij^ then it 
n 
follows from Remark 4.2 that ^ r.^x, eann{P),l< j<n 
(=1 
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Hence (l-^')SO-^. =« 
This means that x ann (M) and P is projective [21]. 
4.29 Definition: ([28]). A f.g. projective module P is called 
hereditarily projective if every homomorphic image of P into a 
f.g projective module is prjective. Equivalently, if /(P) is a 
projective ideal of R for each linear functional / on P i.e. leP*, 
the dual of P. 
4.30 Definiton: The projective module P is called cohereditairy 
projective if the closure of each f.g submodule N of P is a direct 
summand in P [4]. 
If the ring R is a P.P. ring, then we have the stronger result. 
4.31 Proposition: ([28]). Let P be a finitely generated 
multiplication R-module such that ann(P) is generated by an 
idempotent. If R is a P.P. ring, then P is hereditarily projective. 
Proof: By Proposition 4.28 P is projective Now, for each liner 
functional l:p-^R, l(P) is a f.g multiplication ideal in R (because 
P is a f.g. multiplication module). 
And since R is a P.P. ring, ann (/(P)) is generated by an 
idempotent, and hence is projective ideal, [22]. 
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4.32 Remark: The converse of Proposition 4.31 is false in general. 
In fact, if R is any semi-hereditary ring, then R' is a hereditarily 
projective module [4], however, it is easy to see that R^ is not 
a multiplicaiton module. 
Thus the converse is not true in general we give some 
condition in farm of Proposition 4.34 under which the convese in 
true. The proof is omitted as it can be found in [28] 
The following result is instrumental of the further 
development of the subject proved in [28] 
4.33 Proposition: Let P be a f.g. projective module generated 
by the components of U=(a,,a^ , a j and let M=[r..] be any 
nxn associated matrix. If P is hereditari ly projective and 
indecomposable, then the determinant of any 2x2 submatrix of M 
is zero. 
4.34 Proposition: Let P be a f.g projective module generated by 
the components of the vector U=(a,,a^, ,a_ )^, and M=[r..] be any 
nxn associated matrix. If the detrminant of each 2x2 sumatrix of 
M is zero, then P is a multiplication module. 
4.35 Corollary: ([28]). Let P be a finitely generated hereditarily 
projective module. If P is indecomposable, the P is a multiplicaiton 
module. 
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Proof: If P is cyclic, then P is a multiplication modul 
In general, let M be an nxn matrix associated with P as a projective 
module, n>2. By Proposition 4.33, each 2x2 submatrix of M has 
a zero determinant. Any be Proposition 4.34, P is a multiplication 
module. 
The following theorem (4.36) shows that, under certain 
condition hereditarily projective module and cohereditarily 
projective modules are equivalent. 
4.36 Theorem: Let P be a f.g indecomposable R-module If R is 
a P.P. ring, them P is hereditarily projective if and only if P is 
cohereditarily projective. 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found [28] 
F. Semi-Multiplication Modules 
Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and M a unitary 
R-module. Following D.D. Anderson [2], we put 
0(M)= YXiay.M] let R'^End (M) be the ring of endomorphism 
I 
M. Define {N\M\ ={(pG/?|(p(M) C A^} and put 0 '(M)= 2][(a):M']. 
Now let M be a finitely generated multiplication module, then 
6(M)=R [2]. An R-module M is called semi-multiplication if 
e ' (M)-R ' [8]. 
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It is clear that every finitely generated multiplication module 
is semi-multiplication. But the converse is not true, for let V be 
any finite dimensional vector space over the field F, clearly 
6'(m)=R', which means that V is semi-multiplication, however if 
dim V>2, then V is not multiplication, since the endomorphism 
ring of V is the ring of nxn matirces over F which is not 
commutative while the endomorphism ring of a multiplication 
module is commutative. [24]. 
It is known that if M is finitely generated multiplication 
module, then R'=R/ann(M) [30]. The following Proposition 4.37 
shows the converse is true if M is semi-multiplication. 
4.37 Proposition: Let M be a semi-multiplication module with 
End(M)=R/ann(M), then M is multiplication module. 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found in [8] 
4.38 Theorem: Every finitely generated projective module is semi-
multiplication module. 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found in [8]. 
The foUowng example shows that a semi-multiplication 
module need not be projective. 
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4.39 Example ([8]). Let R=Z^, the ring of integens modulo 4. The 
ideal I={0,2} of R is not projective. The R-module M=I® I is semi-
multiplication but not projective. 
Now we give conditions under which a semi-multiplication 
module becomes projective. 
4.40 Theorem: Let M be a semi-multiplication module which 
possess an associated family {(p,,cP2, 9,,,} of 
endomorphisms with a corresponding set of generators 
{a,,a., a,,,} such that ann(a.) is generated by an 
idempotent element say (1-e.) for each l<i<n. Then M is 
projective. 
Proof: The proof is omitted as it can be found in [8]. 
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CHAPTER-V 
GENERALIZED MULTIPLICATION MODULES 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter the generalized multiplication modules are 
studied and their structure is discussed. 
An R-module M is called a multiplication module if every pair 
of submodules L, N of M with L c N implies that there exists an 
ideal A of R such that L=AN. An R-module M is called a 
generalized multiplication module if for, every pair of proper 
submodules L and N of M with L c N there exists an ideal A of 
R such that L=AN. Equivalently an R-module M is said to be a 
generalized multiplication module if every proper submodule of 
M is a multiplication submodule. Example Z{p°) is generalized 
multiplication module but not multiplication module. 
It is shown in chapter-II Lemma 2.17 that a multiplication 
module over a Noetherian ring is always Noetherian. Such is not 
the case with generalized multiplication modules (Eample 5.1). It 
is also shown in Theorm 5.2 that if M is a generalized 
multiplication module over a Noetherian ring R having a maximal 
submodule, then M is Noetherian. 
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An R-module M is said to be a pseudo-cancellation module 
((PC)-module) if R is the only ideal of R with M=RM. We also 
proved in Theorem 5.5 that a (PC)-generalized multiplication 
module over a Noetherian ring is Noetherian. Finally the structure 
of faithful torsion generalized multiplication module over a 
Noetherian domain R is discussed. 
B. Some Results on the Dimension of Generalized Multiplicaton 
Modules 
As stated above a generalized multiplication module over a 
Noetherian ring need not be Noetherian which is shown by the 
following example. 
5.1 Example: ([17], P. 62). Consider Z(;?~)= {set of all rational 
numbers of the form m/p" between 0 and 1, where p is a fixed 
prime number, m is an arbitrary integer and n runs through all 
non-negative integers}. 
Then Z{p°°) is an abelian group under additon modulo 1, that 
is Z{p°°) is a Z=module. Suppose that L and N are proper 
submodules of Z{p°°) and k be the least positive integer such that 
for some positive integer a, prime to p, a I p''^ L. Then 
L={0, l/pi^-', Z/pi^ -^  ,(p'^-»-l)/p''-i}. 
Similarly N={0,l/p'-\ 2/p'•^ , (p^-^-lVp'-^} 
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If t>k then LczN and L=(p'-'^)N. 
Hence Z{p") is a generalized multiplication module. There 
fore Z(/7°°) is a generalized multiplication module over a 
Noetehrian ring Z, but Z{p°°) is not finitely generated. 
Following theorem shows that If M has a maximal submodule, 
then M is Noetherian. 
5.2 Theorem: ([17], P. 62). If M is generalized multiplication 
module over a Noetherian ring R having a maximal submodule, 
then M is Noetherian. 
Proof: Let N be a maximal submodule of M. As every proper 
submodule of M is multiplication module, N is multiplication 
module, hence Noetherian. Tak x(^0)eM\N. Then M=N+(A: ) , and 
M is Moetherian This completes the proof. 
5.3 Lemma: ([9], P. 61). Let M be a (PC)-module over a ring 
R. If M is a multiplication submodule of M then every proper 
submodule of M is contained in a maximal submodule. 
Proof: Let N be a proper submodule of M. As (N:M) M=N<M, 
(N:M) is a proper ideal of R. Let P be any maximal ideal of R 
containing (N:M). So N <^PM<M. It is easy to check that PM 
is a maximal submodule of M. 
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5.4 Lemma: ([9], P.61). Let M be a module over a ring R such 
that M is a multiplication submodule of M. If R is Noetherian 
then M is Noetherian. If M has a torsion free element and R is 
a domain then converse is also true. 
Proof: For every submodule N of M, N=(N:M)M. The direct 
part now follows from the fact that if A^, c N-, be a chain of 
submodule of M then (Mj:M)c(M2:M) is a chain of ideals 
of R,. Let X be a torsion free element in M. 
If v4, c A c be a chain of ideals in domain R then 
A^xaA^Qx is a chain of submodules of M. For some r, 
A^x=A^ ,x which implies that A =^A_.^ j. This completes the proof. 
5.5 Theorem: ([9], P. 62). If M is a (PC)-generalized multipliction 
module over a Noetherian ring R then M is Noetherian. 
Proof: Let N be any proper submodule of M. Then N is a 
multiplication submodule of M. By Lemma 5.4, N is finitely 
generated. Only thing remains to prove is that M is finitely 
generated. Consider two cases. 
(i) If M has a maximal submodule K then M=K+(x) for every 
xeM-K. ^ being finitely generated, M is finitely generated 
(ii) If M has no maximal submodule then for each submodule 
A of M, there is a submodule B of M such that A<B<M. B being 
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a multiplication submodule, for some ideal I of R A = IBQIM<M 
Again there is an ideal J of R such that A=J(IM)=(JI)M which 
shows that M is a multiplication submodule of M. Again by Lemma 
5.4 we get that M is Noetherian. This completes the proof. 
5.6 Lemma: ([9], P. 61). A generalized multiplication module has 
dimension <2. 
Proof: Follows from Theorem 2.34. 
C. Torsion free Generalized Multiplication Modules 
Throughout this section M is now a module over an 
indecomposable ring R and all its submodules are small. 
5.7 Lemma: ([32]). If M is a generalized multiplication module 
over a domain D, such that M is not a torsion free module, then 
M is torsion module. 
Proof: Let N be a torsion submodule of M. Now N^O and 
M/N is a torsion free module. So if M/N ^0, we can find a proper 
submodule T/N of M/N. Then N=TA for some non zero ideal A 
of D. That gives T is a torsion submodule of M and hence N=T. 
This is a contradiction. This proves that M is a torsion module. 
5.8 Theorem: ([17], P. 64). If M is torsion free generalized 
multiplication module (not finitely generated) over a domain R. 
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Then R is a Dedekind domain and M is uniform. 
Proof: Suppose that A and B are ideals of R such that 
Ac:B<R, then for x(^0)eM,Axc:Bx<M, hence there exists on 
ideal C of R such that Ax = CBx Therefore A=CB, and hence R 
is a multiplication ring. 
As R is a domain, R is a multiplication domain, hence by 
Proposition 1.46, R is Dedekind domain. 
Suppose that M is not uniform, then it has two non zero 
submodules L and N with LClN = {0). L@ N < M , implies that there 
exists an ideal A of R such that A{L@N)= L. Therefore AN=(0), 
hence N=(0), a contradiction. Hence M is uniform. This completes 
the proof. 
If M is generalized multiplication module which is torsion 
free (not finitely generated) over a domain R, then for X(J!^0)EM, 
R = Rx. Therefore R = Rx(Z M. As M is uniform (Theorem 5.8). R is 
large in M and hence R and M have same injective hull, but the 
injective hull of R is its total quotient field Q, then RaMaQ. 
If x{^0)eM, then xeQ and Rx is a fractional ideal of R, 
therefore by Theorem 1.43, Rx can be written as 
Rx = P,-"' P.-"^ P^'^P.^r'^' PK' 'Where a^  > 0 and p.-^  are 
distinct primes. 
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5.9 Definition: ( [17], P. 65). If Rx=P,-«i,P;«2 p - i . 
p^^'"'"' p / ' \ We say that P^'^ P/^ P^ t^ is the denominator 
ideal of Rx and P; (l<i<t) are denominator prime ideals associated 
with X. 
D. Torsion Generalized Multiplication Modules 
Using a very elegant result proved by singh, it is proved that 
, if M is a faithful torsion almost multiplication module over a 
Noetherian domain R. Then M has an infinite ascending chain of 
submodules. 0 = Rx„ < Rx, < Rx. <^^„< Msuch that Rx./Rx , 
( i>l) are simple mutually isomorphic; Rx. are the only submodule 
of M different from M and M=U Rx.. 
5.10 Theorem: ([17], P. 68). If M is faithful torsion generalized 
multiplication module over a Noetherian ring R. Then R is a 
subdirect sum of multiplication rings. 
Proof: Take x{^0)eM, then Rx = R/ann{x). Rx is 
multiplication module, therefore R/ann(jc)is multiplication ring. M 
is faithful therefore annihilator of M is zero. Hence R is a 
subdirect sum of multiplication rings R/ann(x). 
This subdirect sum of multiplication rings is non-trivial 
because ann {x)^(0) for all XEM as M is torsion. This completes 
the proof. 
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5.11 Definition: A module M is said to be uniserial if it has a 
unique composition series of finite length [6]. 
Now we shall determine the structure of a faithful torsion 
generalized multiplication module over a Noetherian domain R. 
Since the module M is faithful it can not be finitely generated. 
For if M = ^Rx^ (say). 
1=1 
Let a. x.=0, take a=a,a, a , then ax.=0 for every 
I I ' 1 2 n ' 1 •' 
i=l,2,3 n. 
Therefore aM=0, hence a=0, as M is faithful which is a 
contradiction. Therefore M is not finitely generated. 
It is proved in [7] that any indecomposable multiplication ring 
is either a Dedekind domain or a special primary ring. Its 
immediate consequence is. 
5.12 Lemma: ([32]). Any Noetherian multiplication ring is a direct 
sum of Dedekind domains and special primary rings. 
5.13 Lemma: ([32]). For x(^0)eM, xR = @^x.R such that for each 
i, R/ann(xi) is either a special primary ring or a Dedeking domain, 
which is not a field (so in the later case ann (x.) is a non-maximal 
prime ideal) 
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5.14 Lemma: ([32]). N, the set of those elements x in M such 
that xR is a direct sum of uniserial modules, is a submodule of 
M. 
Proof: Since every special primary ring S is univserial as S-
module, it follows from Lemma 5.13 that XEN if and only if R/ 
ann(jc) is Artiniam. So for any 
x,yEiN,rGR,ann{x)r\cinfi{y)(zann(x-y), ann(x)c(xr) imply 
R/ann(x-y) and R/ann(xr) are artinian, and hence x-yEiN,xreN. 
This proves that N is a submodule of M. 
5.15 Lemma: N', the set consisting of 0 and all those jceA/for 
which R/ann(x) is a direct sum of Dedekind domains, none of 
which is a field, is a submodule of M. 
Proof: It is proved by Surjeet Singh and Fazal Mehdi in [32] 
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